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No. 23.
I bn the fate that now seemed rapidly ap
proaching, dreaded as it had been, anZ still errand, riding for the doctor in cases- of great laid away in his place in the mountain. Do
PUBLISHED fiVilRY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
was, to her sober reflection, with an indiffer emergency, Or going as an express on affairs you know David, where this is ?’
field, add adding a still deeper shade to the
JAMES K. REMICII.
ence and apathy of feeling, which one Week requiring secrecy and prudence, he' had ac
‘ I guesses putty close at it. I thinks it is ordinary darkness, no common or unaccus
fficeontheMain-Street,-opposite theMeeting-House befoie would have astonished even herself. quired a character for great despatch, skill
the oldcave that Mr. Ashley and I once tomed hand could have succeeded in advan
'I’Xn HM|f 0F THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
There was a strange wayward feeling that and fidelity ; and as for finding a sheep or finds m coming over the mountain. I sees cing m the woods at all, much less in reach
I wo dollars per annum, if paid within the year—
kine
strayed
and lost in the woods, or the
ing any given point at a distance ; but shrewd
Unrest will be charged on all subscriptions7 which t°umult°ofthe perturbed
more daring feats of seeking out the retreat a most every night just after dark a little Gavid, familiar with every peculiar tree, every
nlna,n ,.unPa’.d at the expiration of the year —No tumult of her mind, and seemed half to court
‘Er duSTllUed’ excePtat the option of th^ pub- the very fate she would avoid. Whv should ofa mischievous hear or wolf, none were
turn of the path, and every inequality ofthe
nsner, until all arrearages are paid.
P
she care now, it said; what became of her 5— equal to shrewd David ; for natural!v intre it thIentt,eNowCThl “ -PJaCe ?-that is 'loul’tless ground, and possessed of a vision uncommon
pid,
nimble
and
active
as
the
squirrel
which
hfe was now forever a blank to her, and no
lhe loner ? ’ ” ’
y°U S° and
me ly acute carrying along stick in his hand to
happiness was to be saved by avoiding her he delighted to follow to the tops of the
aPPrise him of each interposing obstacle,
highest
trees,
and
crafty
in
expedients
as
the
fnd °.ffended Pride then resentfully
while his bare feet informing him by the feel,
doubling fox, which with the keenness ofthe thi?Vhaa in,t*!e day ‘'me ?—he’s always
, \n f|!er plea-„ He mi8ht Itave saved aft
ot the first step’s deviation from the slightly
there,
and
won
’
t
let
me
have
it.
’
3
grey-hound’s sight and almost the fle etness,
miscellaneous
trod path,
this-he has cruelly deserted me in the hour nA
nrrp.n dmvo tn
i ■» »
_ 7 the^i;nig,it”vhenhe is away
_
anthreaded the difficult way with sur
of need, and that desertion, besides wither
prising
accuracy,
finding but little trouble for
[From the New England Galaxy.]
there was scarcely a rood of mountain or
ing my heart to its core, has thrown me into
himself, and kindly endeavoring, by removing
moorland
in
the
settlement
with
which
he
the snares of a villain. How the thought
U or bush from the way arid tirfiely
MAY MARTIN :
when he hears of my fate, will sharpen die was not familiar. Among others he ha d sev. , - - ,o‘’ "f every log or other obstacle
OR THE MONEY DIGGERS.
era!
times
been
employed
by
Ashley
as
an
stings ofconscience that must goad him for
to be surmounted, to aid his less practiced
A Green Mountain Tale.
his conduct. But what will he care, she assistant in his surveys in the woods, and
companion
in her more embarrassed progi
, ~
» pocket, for I al wavs less.
?
By D. P. Thompson, of Montpelier, Nt.
whl’r wrnb hter fee,ingS again Pollinating, May had often heard her lover speak in the knows
how
to
fight
such
like-but
the
old
wha.t will he care now for the wretched highest terms ofthe capacity andrt&esitv of i iS”1 frars t0 go a,one cause of he?
Sometimes the resolution of May for n
[continued.]
the hardy httle woodsman.
moment
wavered, and her heart almost mis
mg advan,ta£e of
state of feeling ffeXCatefhgU * 'ir a”d her tearS streamed a...
ut
{
.would
gd
with
you
?
said
May
As our heroine sat by her window facing
^cphe4rAne'Ved-eXpeCtations wbicb b« had tresh at the sickening answer her mind des the garden at the back ofthe house, her mind smihngat his superstitious fears, but thinking gave her at the boldness of her own ^under
‘ Destroy thyself’
taking and the difficulties of its accomplishírL.111 raiSII?g in lheir minds, Gow pairingly responded.
absoibed in devising means for accomplish it would be useless to combat them?
ment ; but a sense of her ovtm wrongs as oft
now told them, as the treasure had been dis whispered the tempter. Starting at the ob ing the object on which we left her ponder
You ! you, Miss May !’
covered and the first dollar found, the con- truding thought, she fell on her knees, and ing, her eye caught the form ofthe boy just
‘ Yes, David, I will go, and this very ni^ht en occurring to rouse her bosom to resistance,
tW b"Cy?ad .ther®fore happened which enti Pjayed to her God to banish these dreadful described, sitting on a rock and fishing for as soon as mother’s asleep-they have not and the thoughts of what must soon be her
tled him to a hundred dollars from each ;and feplmgs from her bosom, and implored his Sa1*! abrook. which ran by the house just been digging for several nights past, but I o- tatq without a perseverance in her plans, im
pelling her onward to action, bore up her
gave them to understand that he expected divine assistance m snatching her from the
thout the enclosure of the garden, and the verheard Mr. Martin say they were agoing to
their immediate compliance with their bar auilftv n'n4Peril’ and rToring her to tran- wouldhLinStan/{ °5curred t0 her that he beg") again to night ¡ and Gon- of course courage through all, and tempered her usual
gain. To this after some demurring, and a qmbty. She arose meek and calmed from would be a useful and trusty assistant in ef- Will be absent from his cave. Will vou ly mild spirit with -an energy adequate to the
few manifestations of reluctance, they finally the devotion and took her bible, there to find fectmg the object she had in view. Fuff of p?ace’?^° Whh me’ and gUide me t0 the trying emergency.
They at length arrived at the foot of the
tTth ’andpr0ducing their ^oney, they some balm for her bruised spirit. She o this idea she immediately repaired to the
with the exception of Martin, paid him on the pened upon a paper on which she recollec
‘1 goes,’said the little fellow plucking up here steeply ascending mountain. David
•
spot. And this business being adjusted and ted some time before to have penned a senti Wh? ?fPKS“e’ and w‘thin a few feet of 7
he7- £ne never comes near if you be now again came to a halt fof the purpose of
mi arrangement made to commence opera- ment and |eft K Unfinished) while hesitating wheie the boy was sitting.
ascertaining his bearings, and finding thé
tb
fw^1SSu^ay’ and 1 fears n°thing else?
J"STJ
rOL,
i
’
’
he
w^
saying
to
himself,
as
tions again as soon as the situation of the m the choice ofa word. Her attention im fie sat so deeply engrossed in his tantalizing
Well, then, meet me at this spot to ni^ht most feasible place for climbing the ascent.
treasure could be ascertained bv experiments mediately became rivetted to the writing, employment as not to have heeded the noise- er’X1 asyou1T tha hght put out in moth-' After groping about awhile, he returned;
the band separated for the night—the men to lhe words were repeated below on the sam°e
ei s room ; and though it is out of my power and, informing May that he had succeeded iri
dream of devils and pots of money, and their papet, and in her own hand apparently with ess approach of his visitor, ‘Come, come, to pay you now, David, I will sorrm day or finding the place Where hé intended to go up,
tiou y, I gives you a fair invite to be at mv
he led her to the spot.
r
drred do£.1OhUSthe ieality °f fil,e hun- the Jacking word supplied.-When could I breakfast to-morrow morning ; and I knows other see you handsomely rewarded? J
baje done this she asked herself in surprise‘ Now, Miss May,’ he said in a low, cautious
1
1
works
for
pay
sometimes,
cause
moth

And that word too, which she could not re you are aching to snap at that worm, as bad
tone,‘now for the tougher! I listens and
t0 the'lisconsolate girl call
' —that is here—it cannot be, and yet it is as 1 am to have you ; so out from under the ers poor-but I likes Mr. Ashley, and I just hears the diggers at their work—not a
jZ? rfT “ SIDk,n? Under the «cumulated my own hand. She cast her eye still farther rock with you m a jiffin. Well, now blast ikes you now—and I goes just as well for great Ways off from here they are now—that
likes as money?
load of distress occasioned by the supposed
where she had written her name Mau your scary picture, I guesses I can wait as
1 guesses; has come down afore this :
^esejtion of one lover in whom she had cen- down,
lv
ft? lid g'ea>!d «alhe1ri"K himself up proud
long
as
you
can,
anyhow?
Martrn. This also she remembered” ’ hive
^al sh7hV7h0pe ofhapPine^and whose done once ; but here it was repeated a dozen »H‘JJVhOi.,Ui5k “ day’ David ?’ at le"g‘h ask- ly, the little fellow, took his fishing imple but if he aint, and We meets him, I hears him
ments and hastily making offas if hi! excited coming time enough, and when I gives three
image she had enwrapped in her very heart’s
soliloquyheS,tat,ng l° Interrilpt him in his tt^SS7inshimaway‘°p^ jerks ofthe cord, you must slink under a bush
core, and the fresh and deeply abetted X! tunes, and last of all was written May Gow
I never coupled those two names together '
or something, and lie still as a mouse, and I
of another, the object of her rooted
‘ Why I’ exclaimed the boy, rapidly throw
S6a- does the same till he gets by. So now lets
dislike and suspicion, whose presence even fiXehmakm?d’ S‘a?ing UP’ Wh'le a flaSh oi' ing the glances of his keen gray eyes about so»’S^^a&h^’i8ht
pull for it?
fight broke mon her mind that made her
AfterPih^U tand perp,exinS t0 ber feelings.
do hiS fair iatel™«ator.
th.
Sf°rJ'°y- TI1C bible had- till ‘ Why m2 Ma
‘• I1 never
never forgets
anything,’replied the boV, , £ Bless me !’ said May; just being able to
After he interview at which May received whhi?rd
creasino1 hisj pace.
’ discern the dark outline of the steep which
the letter so astounding to her hopes and within a day or two, lain on the window in
Our heroine now returned to her domes- <rose like the sides of a house befofe her.—
long cherished affections, Martin carried into a room where Gow had often been alone- flies are getting so thick that the fishes begin
Bless me; David, we havn’t got to climb
pen and mk were always there—he must
.m<ned.ate effect the primaries of má “ have
done n, and for the purpose of lear nt to think they can get their dinners at a tic avocations in a state ofthe highest excite- up here ?’
ihedmrVfd bZ her neVV’y raised bopes’ and
nage recommended and urged by his bold to counterfeit her hand, and how well he had cheaper rate than 1 offers them?
‘ Yes, no other way for it—but never mind;
mid determined associate. And the bans succeeded! But if he’could do this.why DarfdV°U Jike lbe ernployment’ don’t you the thoughts of her projected adventure and
“PPa jently awaited the time set for underta- we goes it—and I tells you what, MisS May;
XCirdingl7!blished tbe «ext Sunday not have also written the letter she had reyou tie the end of the cord around you, like
‘° yes, when they aint so dainty about NtX -hnV hhS ie,i' LrSt °bject to obtain ber 1 ve done—there ! novv let them white hands
T6’ and “e ’ttendance ofthe min le‘y,ed Pttyorting to be from Asbley-he did,
letter
,
but
although
her
great
anxiety
for
its
ister bespoken to celebrate the nuptials one he did. As this rapid process ran through then victuals—but rather dull music now_ I
had prompted to this bold, and to ! work for their living—1 seizes at the roots
- r. fr0;n the Tuesday evening next sue- her mind
mind,, to
tn the
rho con^lusfon, she flew to the loves better to be scrambling over the moun- apossession
female situated as she was, somewhat haz and bushes along up, arid if you pulls me
16 PuW13.hmen‘- May, in the mean fhehnl eT
ains
with
Mr
Ashley.
When
will
he
come
back, you must be Stronger than that pesky
Ashiey-cumparcd all
time, the person above all others the most inback —bin they say fie ahn a Tamili back ardous enterprise, she yet had other induce old bear that grabbed hold ofmytrowseS
;. J!!?u ianlles °.f tbe hand to the wri- ever.
ments to visit the cavern. She highly susXTi d ? ‘h,S 1m7®'nent> had never been in tint
ting just discovered and doubted no longer,
last summer, just aS 1 springs and scrambles
”
the least consulted, but kept in entire igno- it is, it is so ! He did write mn_
‘ I am sure—I expect-that is, I hope he pected Gow of deep and complicated villany, I up R sapling to get out ofthe Way of her?
“ lettet
III PPTuvn
Ti^¿
/■ « ■ “p. dy^
. • 3^ milh?g K^ "r lmprobab,e tbat something
rance of its existence; and never dreaming gave the villain the
y uh this they commenced their laborious^
___ _ auu IJtJ KeoE ]r anrl
might there be discovered which would ena
that any immediate advantage would be ta by it counterfeited the hand in the letter they
and difficult task ofclimbirig the mountain.
ble
her
to
unmask
him
;
for
if
any
of
his
very
subject
she
had
athearT
“
the
the
letter
thev
verv
snhiont
.-Ln
l
„,
i
£
__
1
J
ken of a promise made on condition of a de gave me . Oh ! a mountain is off my heart.
[ To be continited.]
‘ Why, mother says he sent a letter about deeds had rendered him obnoxious to punsertion which, in her unbounded confidence, Ashley, my dear Ashley, is still faithful! Oh
she believed could never happen and which how could I ever have doubted him !—But marrying another girl; and they all say you ffoode«l’ShCnm ViuW °f justice and Public
LOOK WELL TO YOUR FIRES.
good, as well as her own wrongs and her
as she now suspected was artfully exacted bv 1 will now Jive—now siive myself for him—
-° mary tllat Mister Gow that own safety, was fully determined to expose
The following excellent rules were circu
Martin with a knowledge previously received
folk»
think
is
such
a
wonderful
man,
and
m spite of them all I will do it, and hesitate
him by every means in her power, believing lated in this city a quarter of a century since
from some source or other, of Ashley’s de no longer about exposing this wretch, and was published last Sunday?
this
was now not only due from her, but the in the form of a printed handbill—and pui
fection—or that anything would be tortured bringing him to punishment. Such were
‘ I have just heard that 1 was published?
surest and perhaps the only way she could into the public rooms, as a constant moni
into a consent which she subsequently utter- the exclamations of May as she paced the «¡»May “
W that’3 a g00d °ne> escape from the dreaded fate which seemed
?d m berJ,?efand agitation at the intelligence
tor to guard against the danger of fire. It
adebnUm ofJ°y- It was her first
tedXadC.Jng yimpending°Ver her unPr°tec- may do sdroe good, but can do no harm to
‘ David !’
by which that confidence, as well as all her tho.u8ht wnte immediately to her lover,
‘ What ?’
happiness was swept away at a blow, and and she had seized a sheet for the purpose,
Atthe appointed hour, May repaired to the republish it at this time.—Boston pa.
^^^««fJspectmg, indeed, ofthe measure but a second thought suggested that the real
‘ Could I trust you with a secret ?’
1. Remember that a fire is d good ser
spot agreed on in the garden, arid found her
‘ What secret ?’
Xadph«nph ?0W?ieen taken’ and which bad letter might, after all, have contained some
vant
but a bad master. It cannot take care
sturdy
little
guide
already
there
patiently
made such fearful progress towards disposing thing similar to what she had received, or at
Why, if I wished to engage your assist awaiting her arrival.^
P
yT ot itself: and your personal interest, as well
of her to one she so thoroughly detested, she least something, which if she had it, would ance in some affair that I had reasons for
‘ Ah, ha I Miss Miy,
said
cautious- a,sJ
J'our —
dutjy lo’ the public, «squire
require'that
you
-j, ’ —
u David, vauiious-1
mat yoti
‘continued several days drooping in listless materially vary what she was about to write keeping secret, would you try to oblige me,
ly peering about—‘ up
to the
the chalk
chalk after
a|| !>1 should
shn"ld "
“t“-"
7
up to
after all
take
tare ofr:it.
apathy to all that was passing around her, and that she had better defer her purpose till and keep it to yourself ?’
3 b*'aVe °ne,for a ’“‘’y-1 Suosscsj
brooding over her griefs with feelings of an ¡she thought over the possibilities of obtaining
‘ I mought, and then I mought not again?
2. When you are about to leave your
guish to be imagined only by thoie whose it. She reasoned that the letter was still in replied the boy with a droll, shrewd, half se a d ? dfte™°°n as how you’d flummux fire at stated times, make your calculations
it
comes
dark?
wfien
sensibilizes have received a similar shock, or
as Gow would keep it, thinking he rious and halfjoking expression. ‘ I jumps m
s? ea.sily fri8htcnc<’, David. Are you before hand to have no more fire than you
looking forward to the chill and dreary future, existence,
might have occasion to counterfeit the hand ajjhe chrnice a month agone ; but the fact is,, ready ?—lead on then?
i can dispose of with safety.
Miss May, when I hears vou are going to
there to find no ray of consolation to compen again m the prosecution of his designs- ’
3 Never ledve one stick of wood upori
’
i
t
>
hiS
’
!'
ley
s,len,Iy
se
t
forward
across
—per
that have that Mister Gow, 1 don’t like
sate for the settled and heart blighting woe of he probably would not carry it about¡as
his

^°U S° the fields and soon reached the woods. Be another partly burnt.
the present. And it was not till two or three son, for fear of losing or accidentally expo well as I wants to? ’
4. Never leave d stick partly burnt
‘ Well, David, 1 don’t blame you for it: fore entering them, however, the boy, propo
days after the event that she accidentally o- sing it, and that it was doubtless novv in his
verheard m a conversation between her cabin m the woods and most likely left un but if that is all you dislike in me, we can be sing a halt, mounted several tall stumps suc standing in the cotner.
mother and a neighbor who had called at the concealed, as she had gathered from various inends again at once ; for I can assure vou I cessively for obtaining an observation, and
5. Examine your brush after sweeping
door, that the intention of marriage between intimations that he stayed there alone, and never will marry Gow if there is any way to having at last succeeded, he returned to the a hearth, especially at night.
6
side
of
his
companion
and
observed
—
prevent
it?
J
J
herself and Gow had been publicly pro
J 6.j Never^i suffer hot ashes to stand in d
that no one ever presumed to approach his
I
sees
a
little
twinkle
up
there
onrp
in
<*!
‘ Good now !’—exclaimed he, jumping ud Se7her? ! 1866 k from here "ow-hereJ 'TO;denNV
claimed the preceding Sunday, and that not retreat. And having already pretty well as
1
a week intervened before the fatal day fixed certained that the employment of Gow and with animation and throwing down his fish
, . Never 1ledve papers or linen near
on for its consummation.—The poor girl, as his associates m the woods was that of digging pole hard upon the rock,-‘ there ! see that look where I points—do you see it now
[ your fire.
‘ Ah, yes, I did catch it then?
well she might be, was petrified witlf astonfor money, or precious ores, which she sup- pesky trout whipping off!’ he continued, in
‘
Well,
that
’
s
the
place
—
about
a
half
a
mile
8. Never read in bed by candle-light.
nt’j"dAd ed -Witb min2ied emotions of posad .he bad persuaded them to believe an under tone, pointing into the brook.
dread and indignation at the discovery. As could be found there, and knowing that he
9. After all precautions, remember that
But why, David, should you care about off—I knows a good cow-path to the moun
tain—but when we gets there, I knows but an inhabited building is liable to destruction
my marrying Gow ?’
great, however as was her dismay
the
necessarily be absent from his cabin
one way to the cave-nation bad and steep
dreaded fate which she saw preparing for her, must
‘
Because
I
hates
him.
You
see
I
likes
to
by fire. Be prepared for any emergency.
whenever they were engaged in digging,
XdnfrAwWaS?ei indiSnation at tbeSeffront which from Martin’s going and returning, she know what s going on, and goes qne. day to too, Miss May, but I finds the way for all the I
dark—and here, feel the end of this cord—I —Keep your water bucket filled. When d
ery of Gow, and the baseness of those who had learned was the first part of the night
ntain and finds wbere tbey digs a
not to^«uutasra
be increased
---- -it-------had sanctioned his conduct, she made no she, not thinking of any one whom she could nights for money. Well, while I looks about brings it for you to hang on to, so you don’t kfire has begun;' suffer
get lost in the bushes. And now, Miss May,
a
,
needIess
current
bf air from doors and
^S7nUttTed no Word ofa,arm or reproach employ for the purpose, conceived the bold mkf6’ ^Li.e®sinS 11 afl out, down comes that if you amt afeard I leads you to the spot_ I w,n^°ws.
questioned no one—called no one to her project of going herself into the mountain ^d afoZJi d SfItCh inkone,hand behind him, inipssps! tliot
i__^. .
.
r
70
n’
1 • •
down
among
10.
Should the fire have mdde such
«ouncil, or-even hinted that she was appri
auioiig
f h 1 t nnks anytbin8 s to pay, gives me guesses that Mister has come uvwu
by night, after the family had retired, and at
the
diggers
by
this
time,
for
I
watches
and
progress,
sed of what was in progress ; for where
two or three tough ones right over my head, Sees
to get possession ofthe letter. But and
ffoinir afnro
eyou
...... —so
...________ q as to prevent your escape by a
afore IT unr««,,
comes for
should she go for succor or advice? The tempting
says, now keep off you little himp or 1 sees them going
staircase and should the distance be tbo
how should she ascertain where this cabin or
now if the old man isn’t there we finds a clear
h!dnfliat|d mOrr t5an friend’ on whom she
cuts you into mince meat. But David But- run
great to leap from a wifidow, endeavor to
shantee
was
situated.
In
her
younger
years
and
no
snakes?
had all along relied to return soon enough to
hint-« Ot??ie °f 'vood-he remembers and
relieve her from her troubles, before§ any she had often and with delight, rambled’ thinks. So I watches every thing, and soon , i Pavid,’ said May, not knowing how far descend by help ofyour bed cord; or by ty
through the woods with her mates in search makes up my mmd that he’s a black one the boy s hobgoblin fears might carry him in ing your bed clothes together. It would be
measures of actual compulsion should be u- of nuts, or medicinal roots and herbs for the
case they met any one, and being aware how well to keep a tope in your chamber for this
sed, had now cruelly deserted, and left hpr
purpose.
unsupported in heart, and friendless and un
?"T
11. If safety does not appear probable
protected in her extremities—the neighbors •ains and ervaeCn ?
if the delicacy of her feelings would permit
in this way, wrap yourself up in a blanket
a {T
k°W Was this t0 SUesses. And what for i^it*tnS
1
S°me P°Or crazy va£ab<>nd, or else a
her to apply to them, were indifferent or a- enahll°h
wnin
1 hnd in lhe ?lght a piace’ which wants to be alone there in th! ’ that.ne .brotherr°gue°fG?ow;butatalleventsnoth- hold your breath, rind rush through thé
gamst her, or at best would have no power• was not known even to the associates
alone tnere
there in
in the
the mountains,
mountains ins
flames. If water be at Band, first wet the
asRnointOC! of
.u-the
.1...
________ , ~~,aione
more
tn
than na man»
man?
’ mg« more than
to relieve her—and her parents who should man, who from no creditable motives, she where nobody must see his place ?’
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nothing
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he
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and
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of
the
fele pt ime movers of all that had been done, had
given
i
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bhe saw
at a glance how she had been■ enen -ery ^and energy of‘fe‘r s^i in“to "ac8n0^ w.in.y°u.keeP my secret and lowed by his daring companion, and striking house closed, that in tase offireinonea..........
partment it may be confined there, and not
trapped—how the advantage she bad unwit tion, and so far from yielding to the obstacle, engage foi me ?—it is this same villain that I
tingly given them had been seized on as a ner mind became busied in expedients to o- want you to assist me in defeating ?
Will into a path, proceeded slowly and cautiously communicate immediately with other parts
on to the foot ofthe mountains, at some little
you promise?’
6’
pretended excuse for the steps they had ta- vercome it.
r
distance from where the money diggers were of the budding.
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operations.
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a
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[From the Boston Daily Advertiser & Patriot] [Frotii the.NiW York Comfiiefciai Advertiser.]
Transit of mercury.
Mr. George Thompson—the evidence.—On
On Saturday, the 7th of November, the the 28th*day of September last, the following
[From the Buffalo Whig and Journal.]
planet Mercury will pass over the Sun ; the paragraph was published in the Commercial
Latest from Europe.—The packet ship Or
planet being in the afternoon of that day in Advertiser, as part of an editorial article writ
Increase of our Navy, Ship Timber, fyc.—
pheus h^s arrived at New York, from Liver
inferior conjunction and very near its ascend ten by ourselves, but in the form of a letter*
pool, bringing London papers to Sept. 15. By an advertisement in the Washington
ing node.
written at Saratoga, September 21 :—
Parliament was prorogued on the 10th, by Globe, we observe that the Navy Commis
Few persons in this country have seen a
Mr. Thompson, in conversation with some
the King in person. His speech on the occa sioners invite proposals for furnishing the
Transit; the last of Venus took place in 1769, of the students, repeatedly averred that every
sion does not afford any information of mo frames of several ships of war, soon to be
and of the four last of Mercury, that of May, slave-holder in the United States ought to
ment. The Municipal Corporations Bill had built at the different naval depots on the At
1799, was the only one that might have been have his throat cut, or deserved to have his
passed both Houses, and received the Royal lantic coast. As the valuable white oak of
viewed in New England—as those of 1802 , throat cut; although he afterwards publicly
assent, the Lords having receded from a part which they are to be constructed has mostly
and 1815 happened during the night, and that denied that he had said so. But the proof is
of their amendments, and the Commons hav disappeared from our sea-board, they will
of May, 1832, was rendered invisible by ¡direct and positive. In conversation with
ing assented to the rest. The changes made doubtless be obliged to range the interior for
clouds. Indeed, it is uncertain whether the ■ one of the theological students in regard to
in the bill since it first passed the House of their supply*
first of the four was observed ; even if the the moral instruction which ought to be enCommons, are unimportant, compared with
day was fair, it probably attracted little notice, i joyed by the slaves, he distinctly declared
the changes made in the existing establish
Neapolitan Indemnity.—It gives us pleasure
as without the assistance of a telescope of 'THAT EVERY SLAVE SHOULD BE
ments by the bill itself. The Irish Tithe Bill to state, that we are informed the last portion
considerable magnifying power, it could not TAUGHT
'
TO CUT HIS MASTER’S
also passed. Lord Minto had received the of the second instalment under the Neapoli
have been seen.
'THROAT ! I state the fact—knowing the
appointment of First Lord of the Admiralty. tan Treaty has, as was anticipated, reached
The two transits of Mercury next after that ¡responsibility I am assuming, and challenge
The Cotton market in Liverpool was unset New York in the last packet, and that the
now approaching, will occur in May, 1845, ¡a legal investigation.
tled and prices declining.
nett proceeds of it being now ascertained,
and November, 1848. Venus will pass over
On the 3d of October instant we received
The French Chambers were dissolved on they can be apportioned, and that any of the
the Sun in 1874 and 1882.
¡a copy of the Boston Atlas, containing a let
the 11th. A list of thirty new peers had been claimants are now able to obtain their share
The transits of Venus are of much less fre ter addressed to the editor of that paper and
created, whose names were announced by of the money at the Treasury Department on
quent occurrence than those of Mercury, but signed
i
George Thonfpson, in which, after
the Moniteur. Among them are said to be demand. But we Understand that arrange
they are of the greatest value to the astrono- icopying the preceding extract from the
seven ex-deputies, eight officers of high rank ments are making, and notice will probably
mer, by affording the best and most accurate Commercial Advertiser, the writer proceeds
in the army, nine lawyers who are either pre be given to-morrow by the Secretary of the
method of determining the Sun’s parallax, or as
, follows:—
fects, or hold offices in the Courts. Most of Treasury, so that the amount each is entitled
the angle subtended at the Sun by the semi
Injustice to myself and the cause in which
them are supported by pensions granted by to, can be known at a distance ; and that sev
diameter of the earth, and thence the distance 1 am engaged, I feel it my duty, in the most
the government. '
eral Banks in the large cities, where it can be
of the planets and the dimensions of the solar solemn and emphatic manner, to deny the
The affairs of Spain were becoming, if pos had on application, will be designated, and
system ; since the discovery of the telescope above allegations. They are at total variance
sible, more involved. The Carlists had rais thus any trouble, delay and expense of send
The. Colton Crop.—The Cotton Crop of the they therefore have been, and whilst astrono with all the sentiments I have ever either pub
ed the Blockade of Bilboa, but the military ing here for it be obviated.— Wash. Globe.
United States the last season, according to my shall be cultivated they will he, simulta licly or privately expressed. I refer with the
movements were not important. There had
the estimate of the New York Shipping List, neously observed with the greatest care, by utmost confidence to all who know me, and
been an engagement near Estella, without
New Minister to Spain.—A letter from
any decisive result. Insurrectionary move Washington, dated the 12th inst. mentions amounted to 1,254,328 bales, being an excess suitable persons placed for the purpose, in al the many thousands who have listened to my
ments were increasing in the provinces, and that Major Eaton will be appointed Minister over the^crop of the preceding year, of 43,- most every part of the Earth from which public addresses, as witnesses, to the perfect
they may be seen. The great distance of ly pacific character of my views and princi
juntas were forming in favor of the constitu- to Spain, if he desires it;—and, if he does'not, 934 6al?2s
The exports for the year ending the 1st Mercury from the Eárth, renders its transits ples on the subject of slavery. 1 hold in ut
, tionuf-1812. A junta of this character had that Mr. Geo. M. Dallas will have the appoint
been formed in Madrid, notwithstanding the ment. The letter adds :—“ With regard to inst. amount to 1,023,499 bales, which is less of little use for ascertaining the parallex of ter abhorrence the shedding of blood, and
late supposed suppression of the Constitu the French Indemnity, I believe (entremous) than the exports of the preceding year by the Sun, but from the very great precision would, if I had the power, inculcate upon the
with which the contacts can be observed and mind of every slave in the world, the apostol
tional party, and it was rumored that the that the difficulty will not be settled by Gen. 4,452 bales.
The consumption of the United States dur the slight change in the absolute time of the
Queen had joined their side.
Jackson’s Administration.
The question ing the year, is computed, on the same au beginning and end, in a large extent of coun ical precept, “ resist not evil.” These doc
trines I hold in common with the advocates
The Queen Regent of the 2d of Septem must be left open in order to kill old White
ber, issued a Proclamation, addressed to the by attacking his vote in reference to the ap thority, at 216,888, being an increase over the try, they afford the best means of determin of immediate emancipation universally.—
Spanish nation, calling on them to support propriation. I do believe they would sacri consumption of the preceding year, of 20,- ing the longitude of any place, on the surface Their views on the subject under discussion*
of the Earth. In the approaching transit the are, 1 believe, in strict coincidence with the
the government ; and on the 3d, she publish fice the whole nation to put down any man 475 bales.
The crop of the present season is estimated change in the absolute time of its beginning is views of the society of Friends.
ed a royal decree, declaring illegal and de standing in Van Buren’s way.
on the same authority at 1,400,000 bales. so small, that the first contact will take place
This letter we immediately copied, for the
nouncing as usurpers of the royal authority,
N. Y. Journal of Commerce.
Should the season for gathering prove favor at New Orleans only 3.J seconds later than double purpose of rendering justice to Mr.the juntas which undertake to exercise au
in Boston. It is, therefore, to be hoped that Thompson, and of placing bis denial upon
thority in the name of her daughter Isabella Maryland Election.—The Baltimore Repub able it will probably exceed this amount.
it will not take place without many correct record in the columns of the Commercial
IL The Queen declares these juntas to be lican, a Van Buren paper, made the following
Incendiaries are busy in Boston. On Fri and careful observations being made thereon Advertiser.
dissolved, and the acts which emanate from declaration on the day succeeding the elec
day night, a new four story brick building, —and With the view of not only ascertaining
them null and of no effect.—Boston Dai. Adv. tion, in that State :—
in Shawmut street, was destroyed. On Sat the longitude of the place, but. also the time
ff/^The Com. Advertiser of Thursday
“ Let it be remembered, that the opposition
Another Grand Rail Road Project.—We during the late canvass insisted upon turning urday evening, a large distillery, in Peck of the inferior conjunction of the planet and evening, contains a letter to the editor, from
learn from the New Orleans Bee, that it is in the question upon the election of Martin Van Lane, was consumed, and three places were the position of the node. Unless, however, Mr. A. Kaufman, jun. a member of the An
contemplation in that city to connect New Buren to the Presidency. So it has been deci fired in different parts of the city, which were the local time, or in other words, the error of dover Theological Seminary, in support o-f
the clock or chronometer is determined with the charge against Mr. Thompson. After
Orleans with the Gulf of California on the ded by the democracy, and so let our friends seasonably discovered.
great precision, all observations on the transit stating, that in conversation with him, Mr.
Pacific by a rail road to run through Texas, abroad distinctly understand it."
Trouble in Bangor.—According to the Ban or any other instantaneous event, are worse Thompson made use of the very words al
via Natchitoches and Nacogdoches and the
Very well. Now what is the result ? Why
gorge of the Rocky Mountains. It is com that the Whigs have elected five members gor correspondent of the Boston Courier, than useless, as their tendency is evidently to leged against him, he proceeds to give an ac
puted, that by extending the contemplated to Congress, the Van Buren men two ! The there is about to be trouble at the “ Bangor mislead. For want of proper attention to the count of the circumstances under which they
rail road from New Orleans to Natchez and Whigs have elected fifty five, and the Van House.” Mr. Wood who has a lease of the subject, observations made in several places were uttered. After some conversation, in1
thence to Richmond, there would be a con Burenites twenty-four Delegates to the den House for five years, in consequence of some in the United States on the large and impor which Mr. T. contended that “ Slaveholding
tinuous rail road of 1600 miles from New Or eral Assembly. Fifteen counties of the State dissatisfaction on the part of the Directors, tant eclipses of Feb. 1831, and Nov. 1834, is sin, under all possible and conceivable cir
leans to New York, which would be travel give Anti-Van Buren majorities and only four has been required to quit his post, 'and resign must be rejected.
cumstances,” and that “ it is the constant and
Those in possession of a good sextant, arti imperative duty of all public men, and espe
led in four days ! Should the rail road to give Van Buren majorities, the largest of his lease. This he refused to do. The Di
California be effected, steam ships would which latter does not exceed 280.—Port. Ad. rectors applied to a Sheriff, who failed in an ficial horizon of quicksilver, and chronometer cially of all preachers, to preach against it,
attempt to dislodge the host. They subse can, without difficulty, ascertain the time Mr Kaufman remarked—
communicate from the latter to China, Per
quently commenced a civil action for dama
sia, or the East Indies, and thus not only cut
“ But if you are correct in that, how shall
New Jersey Election.—The State of New ges, $5000—to which Mr Wood responded— within a half a second, by taking several alti
tudes of a star near the prime vertical in the we account for the fact, that while slavery,
up the East India Shipping of the Northern Jersey has gone as expected, for the Van
States* but render the projected route across Buren ticket. The New York Commercial and have now resolved to employ an armed west, and immediately after, of another star according to your own acknowledgment*
the isthmus of Panama, unnecessary. Such thus laconically alludes to the result:—“ We force, and take the house by violence. Wood near the east, and reducing each altitude sep existed at Athens and throughout the Roman’
a short and direct route to the Pacific, would didn’t expect much from New Jersey this being warned, has provided means of defence arately—as by this method any error in cen empire, during the first age of Christianity,
—and it is feared that the consequences may tering the instrument, or any other error to a greater extent and under worse forms
also neutralize the efforts of the British Gov heat—and we’ve got it.”
be serious.—Journal.
whatever, is detected, and its results opera than it does at present in the South—how'
ernment to open a route through the Medit
ting
in opposite directions, destroy each oth shall we account for the fact, that St. Paul,
erranean, the Euphrates river, the Red Sea
Gen. Harrison.—There are already thirty(t/^We learn by the Skowhegan Sentinel, er. A small error in the latitude of the place during the whole course of his ministry, al
and the Persian Gulf.—N. Y. Star.
three democratic leading newspapers, which
have broken ground for Harrison in Ohio. that Perry, the man who was supposed to will likewise be of little consequence, where though a thousand opportunities presented
Rumored Defalcation.—No small stir was About sixty in Pennsylvania, and nearly eve have been murdered in this city, a few weeks as if the time should be deduced from alti themselves, never once in direct terms.de
created in Wall street this morning, by ru ry Respectable Whig paper in the State of since, and of which we published an account, tude» of the Sun, (which on the seventh of nounced this most dreadful of all evils beneath
is not murdered but alive and well. We un Nov. will Lave a South declination of up which the earth has ever groaned, or upon
mors from Albany of the flight of the cashier New York.—JV*. Y. Star.
derstand also that the Mayor has received a wards of sixteen degrees,) an error of only a which Heaven has ever frowned ? Pau!
of the Commercial Bank in that city, and
the discovery of a large deficit in its funds. [From the second edition of the Boston Galaxy ] letter from a gentleman of unquestionable ve quarter of a minute in the latitude will cause preached not your doctrines. On the con
The rumors were in some degree confirmed
Fire.—At about 8 o’clock this evening, racity, stating that Perry called at his house, an error of two or three, seconds in the local trary, he taught:• He that is called, being a
by the following brief paragraph from the Al while the workmen were ‘ filling rum’ in the and will visit Bangor in the course of a few time. This method also gives results much servant, is the Lord’s freeman ; likewise also,
more accurate than a meridian telescope, un he that is called being free, is Christ’s ser
bany Daily Advertiser, bearing date of this distillery of .Massrs. Lamb & Harvey occupi days.
There seems to be a veil of deep mystery less the latter is exactly in the meridian ; that vant.” “ Art thou called being a servant ?
morning, but published in anticipation :
ed by Jabez Fisher, a lamp was held too near
‘ It was reported yesterday that the Com the liquid, and in a few moments the whole about the whole matter, which we expect this is not the case with some of these instru Care not for it.” And many other expres
mercial Bank of Albany had discovered that building was in flames. The fire spread with will be fully cleared up on his arrival, and ments in this country, there is but too much sions of a similar import.” tl So do we,’
a portion of its funds, to a considerable a- alarming rapidity to the out-houses and an we shall wait patiently until that time, when reason to believe.
Mr. T. rejoined with great warmth—“ so do
About the time of the transit, the stars Ly we. But if we preached what we ought, or if
mount, had been abstracted.’
adjoining building occupied as a cordial dis we shall lay the whole matter before our
ra and Aldebaran will be, between 8 and 9 we taught the slaves io do what they ought, we
The reports are numerous, and doubtless tillery, which were almost totally consumed. readers.—Bangor Mechanic fy Farmer.
o’clock in the evening, in very suitable situa would tell every one of them to cut their master's1
greatly exaggerated. We were told in Wall The distillery of Messrs. Minot & Stickney
street of various sumshaving been abstracted was much injured, and a great number of
Pegging Boots.—A young mechanic of tions for ascertaining the error of the time throats." I was struck with astonishment and
from the bank, varying from one hundred and dwelling houses were in imminent danger. Woburn, Mass, has invented a machine to keeper, by the method above mentioned, and horror on hearing such a sentiment announ
ten thousand dollars to two hundred thous To the astonishment of every one they were peg boots by water. The machine is a very at about midnight the stars Alpha Androma- ced by a pacific abolitionist. Thinking, how
and. It was also reported that the bank of saved. Our Fire Department is inestimable. neat piece of work, and is said by good judg dae and Procyon.
ever, that it was the thoughtless declaration of
The beginning of the transit will be visible a heated mind, and wishing to afford him an
America had been overdrawn by the ab Too much praise cannot be given to it. How es to be a superior invention. A building
throughout
the
continent
of
America,
the
sconding cashier of the Commercial Bank— the boys did work ! All loss was fully cover is now erecting in Woburn, to be fitted up as
opportunity of recalling such an expression,
Mr. Bartow. But such is not the fact.
ed (by insurance.
a shoe factory, by Mr. S. S. Richardson, western extremity of Africa, &c. but not at 1 distinctly put the question,—“ what, Mr.
N. Y. Commercial Adv.
where the leather for shoes and boots is to the Cape of Good Hope, or in any part of Thompson, have their throats' cut ?”—“ Yes,”
he replied, “ every slave-holder ought (or de
It is stated that a distinguished gentleman be rolled, instead of the old way of hammer Europe.
The end of the transit will be invisible to serves) to have his throat cut.” I repeated
Assault, fyc.—Lt. Wilkinson, of the Navy, who has recently changed a Whig fora Van ing, and where the above mentioned machine
all
the
United
States,
except
its
south
west
was on Thursday arraigned before the Police Buren coat, is very anxious to change back is to be put in operation.—-Success to Yankee
the question three or four times, and he uni
extremity. The time of the beginning and form lyans we red in the same manner. After
Court in this town, for an assault with intent again. He says now that Mr. Van Buren is invention.—ib.
end,
at
a
large
number
of
cities,
is
given
in
to kill, committed upon Lt. Miller. The facts not the man for Pennsylvania ; and that as
some few words more had been interchanged
the American Almanac for the present year.
are briefly these. A misunderstanding has be has noticed that the country “ treads in
Serious Accident.—This morning while In this city it will take place as follows, viz : between us, Mr. T. rose up hastily from his
for a year or two existed between them, and the footsteps generally” of the key state—be two men were at work, painting, on a staging
seat and left the room, apparently in a parox
h. m. s.
Wilkinson on Tuesday sent Miller a challenge thinks on the whole he shall go for the can
ysm of anger. Sometime in the course of
attached to the fourth story of the Cumber First external contact or be
for some alleged insult—Miller refused to didate of the Pennsylvania majority.
our discussion, Mr. T. made a reference to
land House, it gave way. In falling, one of
ginning of the Transit,
0 46 25,3, P. M. the law of Moses, found in Exodus xxi. 16;
meet him, on the ground that he was no gen
Boston Allas.
the men, Mr. Gammon, caught by the win First internal contact, Mercu
tleman, and that he was excluded from res
but not in this connexion, I feel very confi
dow and was rescued uninjured, while the
ry wholly entered on the
dent.”
pectable society in Charlestown. Miller had
Gen. Jackson, who entered upon his Ex other, Mr. Fitzgerald, fell the whole distance,
w
Sun,
0 48 12,5,
occasion to come to Salem on Tuesday, from ecutive duties, by declaring his intention to
The Commercial also contains a letter sign*Charlestown,-«—and Wilkinson, enraged at his “ prevent the power of the General Govern about 60 feet, into the cellar, and was most Apparent Ecliptic Conjunc
ed by Professors Woods, Stuart and Emer
shockingly
bruised,
having
his
skull
badly
tion,
3
12
19,6,
refusal to fight him on the ground that he was ment from coming into conflict with the State
son, stating that “ Mr. Kaufman is a licensed
”
”
3 12 33,4,
no gentleman, came to Salem on Wednesday Elections,” has written a letter to influence fractured, both his legs and one arm broken. True
preacher, having spent three years m the
It
is
feared
he
will
he
obliged
to
have
one,
if
Nearest
approach
of
Merchry
armed with a heavy cane, a dirk and a pair the election of Judge Walker to the U. S.
Andover Seminary, with a distinguished'
not
both
of
his
legs
amputated.
to
the
Sun
’
s
centre,
3 20 47,3, ”
of pistols, (one loaded with ball and the other Senate, from the State of Tennessee.
character for talents and scholarship ; a man*
This is the third accident that has occurred Sun’s lower limb sets,
4 44,
”
with buck-shot) to prove himself a gentleman,
of integrity, worthy of trust and credence, *
within a few weeks, either from the insecuri Transit ends,
5 55 19,
”
aiid disgrace Lt. Miller, by caning him in our
whose veracity is unimpeached and unim
New Orleans, Sept. 28.—The health of New ty of ladars or staging, and should serve as
The
transit,
as
seen
through
a
telescope
streets I He met Miller about noon, in front Orleans continues good ; and we have rea
peachable.”
a
caution
to
workmen,
not
to
risk
their
lives
that
does
not
invert,
will
appear
to
begin
at
of Lafayette Coffee House, and approaching son to conclude with many experienced per
The following article is from the New York
him with his cane raised, asked, if he still re sons long resident here, that the yellow fever or limbs upon either before making them a point in the left side of the sun 122 degrees
perfectly secure.—Portland Adv. of Y3th inst. 39 minutes from the vertex. The geocentric Commercial Advertiser of Wednesday :—
fused to fight him ? Upon Miller’s answer has ceased as an epidemic in New Orleans.
motion of the planet being retrograde. P.
ing that be did, Wilkinson struck him with
“We are authorized to say that the proofs
P. S. The Comet of Halley is now at ahis cane—Miller then clenched him, and sev
Narrow Escape.—As the Steamer Inde
of Mr. George Thompson’s embezzlement of
Stealing Iruit.—We are among the admi
bout
its
least
distance
from
the
earth,
and
has
eral blows were exchanged before the by rers of Gen. Smith’s sentiment, lately given pendence was coming up our harbor last eve
monies from Messrs. Marshal & Dale of
standers coyld separate them ; Miller’s head at the Baltimore Exchange, when the mob ning from Bangor, one of the passengers, Mr. probably attained its greatest brilliancy.
London, for which he was dismissed from
It
will
now
begin
to
recede
from
us,
and
was considerably bruised, but no serious in were styled fellow citizens. “ Fellow citi Adam Dawson, of Mass., fell overboard. One
their employ, and but for their forbearance
gradually
to
fade
from
our
sight.
Long
will
jury sustained by either. Some of our peace zens !” exclaimed the indignant veteran, “ the of the hands fortunately stood near and saw
would have been sent on a mission to Bota
officers were near by, and immediately con man that plunders the house of my neighbor him when he fell, otherwise, it being, dark, he the astronomer deeply regret, that on it, du ny Bay—as also the proof of his expulsion
ducted both to the Police Office, where Mil is not my fellow citizen.” Now we would must have perished. The boat was lowered ring its present return, not a single observa from the literary and scientific institution, &c.
ler was immediately discharged, and Wilkin inquire if the sentiments might not be extend with all possible despatch, and by bis cries, tion worthy of the name, should have been have arrived, and may be seen in the hands
son ordered to find bail in the sum of $1000, ed a little further, so as to include the ma the hands were enabled to ascertain where he made, from Maine to Georgia, from the At of James Jarrat, Esq. No. 209 Pearl st. They
for his appearance at the Police Court next rauder who plunders his neighbor’s fruit ? was, and in the course of five minutes they lantic to the Mississippi. Some, little ac are in the shape of affidavits, taken before
day, to answer to the charge of assault, with and for whom the laws of th is land have pre recovered him, almost exhausted. It appear quainted with the subject, have thought oth Thomas Aspinwall, Esq. U. S. Consul for the
intent to kill. Not being able to procure bail, scribed fine and imprisonment.
ed that Mr. D. was unwell, and went upon erwise, but they have yet to learn that astron city, of London.”
omy is not advanced or in any way benefithe was committed to prison—on Thursday
ff/^Sbould any contradiction or explana
This summer two youngsters have been deck, and while leaning over the side of the
he was again brought before Judge Mack, shot in this district during their attempts at boat, fainted and fell overboard. He sunk ted by announcing with a flourish of trum tion of the above, be published by Mr. T. or
pets
that
a
predicted
comet
had
been
seen
and was ordered to recognize in the sum of stealing fruit. For the first an apology was deep and thus escaped a, blow from the
his friends, we shall of course give it to our
$1500, for his appearance at the December made in the newspaper that he was only in a wheel, before which he fell in. He recover here only 25 days after it was seen in Europe i readers.—Salem Reg.
or
by
the
promulgation,
not
only
in
the
term of the Court of Common Pleas, and in frolic ; and we regret that any countryman ed his senses as soon as he struck the water,
the meanwhile to keep the peace. Having of ours, having the control of a press, should and being a good swimmer, though feeble at newspapers, but in books professedly scientif
A windfall to the city of Washington.—The
ic, of ridiculous theories on the cause of
obtained the sureties required, he returned to
have no higher standard of morality than to the time, was enabled to keep himself above shooting stars and of the Zodaical light; the Alexandria Gazette gives the following:
Charlestown—whether more or less of a gen offer
water until the boat reached him. Mr. D.,
such a plea in vindication.
We are informed that it is a fact that a
ories alike inconsistent with the laws of grav
tleman, the public must judge.—SalemReg.
“ If a plunderer comes into iny garden,” we understand, is a large contractor for the itation and with the demonstrations of La- wealthy foreigner has left a legacy of £200,Rail
Road
at
Bangor.
—
Port.
Adv.
of
19th.
said a friend of ours to a learned judge, “ how
000 sterling to the city of Washington, for the
Place,
The great contemplated Hotel at Philadel > ought I to proceed ?” “ You are to defend
purpose of establishing a national University
A New Nation.—A Provincial Congress is
phia, on the site of the old jail, corner of Wal your property,” was the reply. “ Arrest him
Judge Story pronounced an Eulogy on —that the executors of the deceased have
nut and Sixth streets, is to be built by a com on the spot ; and if this cannot be done to commence a session in Texas on Thurs Chief Justice Marshall, at the Odeon, Thurs written to the President on the subject—and
pany. It is to be 200 by 400 feet, and will peaceably, you are authorized to do it forci day next, and settlers from that Province say day. The Hall was crowded, and the eulo that probably the matter will be referred to by
cost about 8350,000.
bly. If you use no unnecessary severity you it is expected a Declaration of Independence gy, which was nearly two hours in length, is the President in his message to Congress at
will be agreed to.
will be justified.”—A*. E. Farmer.
represented as having been worthy of the or- the opening of the next session.
It is calculated that when all the Rail
--------ator, and of the solemn occasion, which calRoads between Washington and New York
Common Cranberry juice externally ap
A number of young ladies of Fall River,' led his talents forth. It was an able exposiThe City Council of Boston have agreed
are completed, the distance will be travelled plied, is stated by the Medical Journal, to be Mass. a few days since had a clam bake, at tion of the private character, and the public upon 72, as the number of Representatives
in twelve hours—and to Boston in twenty-four ! a specific for ring-worms.
which they drank a barrel of sour cider.
services of that eminent man.—Boston Jour, from that city to the next State Legislature.

FÔÉEÏGN NEWS?

MAIL ARTICLES.

ff/^The New York Commercial Advertí-5 ’
ser, has the following remarks in relation to
Mr. Adams’’ letter to Mr. Pearce
Our relations, personal and political, with
Mr. Adams, have been such, as to render it
exceedingly painful for us to speak of this
letter at all, and altogether forbid our speak
ing of it, in terms, such as its character seem
to us to justify.
When, however, it is considered—that Mr.
Adams may himself, be supposed by some,
to speak u nder the influence of disappoint
ment, and especially when he charges with
such bitter ness, that Mr. Burges’ party “ be
trayed hit’ll, by not electing him to the Sen
ate of the United States”—that it may be sur
mised, that Mr. A’s own failure, to be elected
to the Senate from Massachusetts, was rank
ling in his mind,—it cannot but be regretted,
that by writing such a letter, he should seem
to count enance such surmises.
Independently, however, of the sentiments
expressed by Mr. Adams, the character of his
correspondent is so mean, timeserving and
truckling, as to affect unfavorably any, and
all, who are in any wise associated with him
before the public.
Alas I for the weakness and infirmities of
the most gifted natures, when such faculties
as thos.e of Mr. Adams can be betrayed into
such an exhibition as that now before us.

